Personalized medicine in pediatric cardiology: do little changes make a big difference?
Advances in genomics have paved the way for personalized medicine applications. This review will discuss new discoveries in genomics and pharmacogenomics in children with congenital heart disease (CHD) and the application towards the development of new diagnostics, disease risk predictions, and optimizing response to drugs and surgery. Recent advances have identified common and rare variants associated with complex CHD using next-generation sequencing and genotyping technology. Next-generation sequencing is now being used not only for clinical genetic testing but also for noninvasive prenatal testing of fetal DNA in maternal serum to diagnose genetic conditions like fetal aneuploidies as early as the first trimester. This approach is not only more accurate but also safer than invasive maternal screening tests. This technology may also help in noninvasive diagnosis of transplant rejection. As genetic variations that influence the response to surgery in CHD are identified, this can guide decision-making surrounding optimum type and timing of surgery. Drug choice and dosing are being increasingly influenced by knowledge of pharmacogenetic and pharmacodynamic variations. Age-related and maturation-related changes in drug pharmacokinetics make it crucial to perform pediatric-targeted pharmacogenetic studies to enable the incorporation of age into genotype-guided drug dosing algorithms. Rapid genomic and pharmacogenomic discovery are guiding the development of more sensitive screening and diagnostic tests for CHD as well as development of safer and more effective drugs. This needs to be paralleled by the development of strategies to support rapid translation of emerging genomic knowledge to patient care.